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Fair tonight; Tomorrow
Cloudy With Thunder Showers

)

AIMS

THEY WILL BE

CUTOFF
OF RAILROADS BY
MEXICAN REBELS LEAVE
THEM IN TERROR.

DESTRUCTION

T.f

sanation should adjust itself."
Mr. Ivins declared that the kiKlng
t William Adams recently at Colo-"nl- a

AND MEXICO
PECTED TO COME.

TRYING TO HARASS FEDERALS
ItfSURRECTOS

ARE COMMITTING
ALL KINDS OF
DEFRE-OATtON-

JSore than
BOO American
citizens, together with
their wives and families in towns
railalong the Mexican

Juarez, Mex., July

16.

North-wester-

road are threatened with isolation
far from the American border with
scant means of escaping depredations
of Mexican rebels. Sufficient facts
became known today of the real
along the Mexican Northwestern to warrant the statement that it
would cause no surprise if the Americans in all the towns along the line
were warned to leave Mexico at once.
General Pascual Orozco, Jr., within
the last 24 hours, had ordered the
Mexlajan Northwestern railroad destroyed between Pearson and Madera, 70 miles southwest of here, but
the order has been mysteriously re,

scinded.
Though

the destruction of the
Northwestern for a hundred miles in
the mountainous region where It can
not be rebuilt for months has been
delayed, officials of the road are in
constant fear that it may be done at
any moment. It was said the officials
did not wish to ask the British government to make requests "for protection since the property Is British
and the employes are American. For
the Pearson officials, on the other
hand, to order an exodus of their employes would mean to leave the property and supplies at the mercy of the
rebels, who already have looted the
Madera company store house. That
the Mexican Northwestern railroad
along which most of the rebel fighting Is now stretched, Is doomed, generally is admitted, as It is evident
the rebels Intend to harass the gov- ernment forces moving northwest to
t
Chihuahua CHy.
It Is feared that after the destruc

tion of the railroad and the telegraph

Intor

will
lines, Americans in the
'have no redress if deprelatkms by
irresponsible bands begin, ii is de
sired, however, U iaV.a no chance.
Women and children la co.unies in
Madera and Pearson wi' hi moved 'to

General Emlllo Campa has been ar
rested by superior rebel officers at
Madera on the Mexico Northwestern
railroad, according to advices reaching here today. Campa was imprisoned by General Antonio Rojas when
tie former was about to set out with
a. dynamiting crew to destroy the railroads north toward Juarez. Recently Campa was Jailed by General Or
ozco1 Chihuahua on a charga of insubordination, but was released af
.
ter two weeks' confinement.
The latest incident is regarded as
a manifestation of serious friction n
hun
the rebel ranks. Twenty-fiv- e
dred rebels are now at Madera. Wire
communication today with Madera
was interrupted. Mexican Northwest
ern officials said severe windstorms
had blown down several poles, but it
Is rumored that rebel factions are
fighting one another and preventing
General Orozco, the commander-in- chief here, from knowing the true sit
uation. Many bridges south of Madera already have been burned.

HONDO
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Dlax was ue to Adams' laaiscre-cretiorebel
as a quarreled with
soldier.
Bishop Ot T. Brown returned here
today from Coldnia Moreloa and the
Mormon colonies in Bonora. He declared tM "stories of mistreatment of
colonists "by the government troops IMMENSE
RUSHED
have Won exaggerated.

RUINED

DAFil

BY

FLOOD

JACOB SAFFORD DEAD.
Many Lea Vegas people will be
pained to learn of the deam of Jacob
Safford. which occurred in Santa Ke
early yesterday morning. Mr. Safford

POLICE

GOTHAM

UGLY

FACE

was here last summer as an officer
of one of the Santa Fe companies of
the New Mexico National Guard. He
made a large number of friends, especially among; the young society
crowd.
Of his death, the Santa Fe

in Mexico In an emergency, a statement from the headquarters of the
Mormon church djiites that such a
movement is contemplated.
ANOTHER MURDER?
Carlsbad, N. M., July 16. Another
murder mystery Is developing In .he
Mexican settlement ' west of Loving.
The old well near whicu the body
of Candelario Ramon was found two
weeks ago smells to high heaven. It
Is thought that It possibly hides the
body of a Mexican who disappeared
a month ago, a short time before Ramon was killed. This Mexican was
together with Ramon and Climanta
Cardines, who is charged with killing
The officers are looking
Ramon.
Into the matter but so far have found

I
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nothing tangible. Arrangements are
being made to pump out the old well
The water
to see what it contains.
is deep and it will require a bigget
pump than is now at hand. Cardines
is still In Jail and Ramon's wife has
also been ..placed under arrest. It is
suspected that she had a and in the
killing' of her husband. Two old men
One of them
lived with Cardines.
died suddenly a few days ago, presumably' from the excitement
11

AUGUST

BEUIONT WAS

LIBERAL SPENDER

SAYS HE GAVE OVER QUARTER
OF MILLION TO DEMOCRATS IN 1904.

Washington, July 16. A quarter .of
a million dollars was the estimate
which August Belmont, testifying today before the senate committeee
investigating campaign contributions,
placed upon his contributions to the
democratic national fund of 1904. lie
was not sure that was the sum, but
was "satisfied to let ii go at that"
1 feel
"My ;habit has been that if
obligamy
for
anything,
responsible
tion is not measured by dollars and
cents," sald Mr. Belmont when Senator Paynter asked if his large contributions embarrassed him. Mr.
Belmont was a member o. the campaign executive committee that year.
"Do you care to give any reasons why you gave so large an
amount as $250,000?" asked Senator
Jones.
"I was very active in the nomination," said Mr. Belmont, "and had
been selected to serve on the committee, so When funds did not come
in I just contributed.' I never intended to make any suctvcbntribution, but
when deficits .arose .1 contributed."
Mr. Belmont was asked if he had
to a
any understanding in regard
reward from Judge barker, the presidential candidate.
'Trom the very outset Judge barker was a free and. independent man
and remained so," he said.
When asked if he could remember
contributions from individuals or corporations. Mr. Belmont replied there
were none; from corporations.
"Any from individuals for corporations?" asked Senator Clapp.
-No Yes," replied the witness
"From whom?" insisted Senator

MM

'

Clapp.
but

i

was

re-

"Henry Hayemeyerj
turned. It was secured I won't say
who secured it any way, it came in.
Later it was rejected and the contribution returned. I remember a discussion in Mr. Taggart's room to the
effect that the contribution was regarded as undesirable'
Mr. Belmont estimated the Have-meycontribution as $10,000. After
telling the committee he was unable
to give any information of the whereabouts of Charles Hall, assistant treasurer of the democratic committee in

Mormons Expect No Trouble.
A. W. Iv- En Paso, Texas, July 16
ins of Sala Lake City, one of the apostles of the Mormon church, arrived
here today to Investigate conditions
in the Mormon colonies in northern
Mexico.
"Whenever we have appealed to
was excused.
the rebel officers," he said, ''we have 1904, Mr. Belmont

WINGLESS

Anglo-Frenc-

j

F

a bullet In his brain. The touring
car disappeared In the direction of
Fifth avenue. James Considine, one
of the owners of the hotel, witnessed
the shooting from the rear of the
lobby. He said:
"I saw Rosenthal come from the
hotel. He started ss though he were
on the way to Broadway and then
I don't know
stepped Jsudjenly.
whether he saw the men In the ma
chine or not, but the sudden way In INTERESTING TESTIMONY INTROs.
which he stopped convinced me that
DUCED IN DARROW TRIAL
he was afraid that something was
BY THE DEFENSE.
about to happen to blm. I kiow that
one of the men in the car was a po'
FRANKLIN EXONERATED EI'I
liceman."

EVIDENCE FAVORS
THE ACCUSED

-

BAILEY ROASTS TAFT

IT IS STATED HE SAID THE
16. Senator
Washington, July
KNEW NOTHING OF
Bailey attacked President Taft on the
'
BRIBE GIVING.
floor of the senate for his attitude In
the Lorimer case, which the Texas
senator characterized as "officious and
STRANGER
MYSTERIOUS
meddlesome."' He was referring to A
the president's expression on the case
In
ABOUT
speeches and let- GEORGE HOOD TELLS
ters to Colonel Roosevelt
STRANGE MAN FURNISHHAY DEALERS HOLD MEETING.
Kansas City, Mo., July 16. The annual convention of the National Hay
Dealers' Association' began In this
city today, and will continue until
Thursday nighl. More than one thousand representatives of the trade
from all parts of the United States
are in attendance. The initial session
was given over to the exchange of

greetings, the annual reports and
er routine business.
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HIBERNIANS BEGIN CONVENTION
Chicago, July 16. The, annual national convention of the Ancient Or-

der of Hibernians was called to order
in Emmet Memorial hall at noon today by President James J. Regan of
St. Paul. Prevlops to the opening of
the convention the delegates march
ed to "the Cathedral of the Holy Name

where a special pontifical high mass
was celebrated by Archbishop Qulg- ley.

Sherman

ING

MONEY.

Los Angeles, Cal., July 16. More
witnesses testified today at the bribery trial of Clarence o. Darrow, that
Bert H. Franklin, in conversation
with them, had exonerated Darrow
in the alleged
from any complicity
Jury bribery. Franklin, when on tha
stand, had denied making such state
ments.
The mysterious man whom the de
fense probably will attempt to- show
furnished the bribe money, was again
brought into record by George W.
Hood. He testified that Franklin ha4
told him the unknown was within a
few feet of him when the money was
passed to Juror Lockwood. Franklin
the witness said, told him he believed the mysterious stranger came from.
San Francisco. Hood was not cross
examined.
BATTLESHIP

IS SAFE.

Philadelphia, July 16. The newbattleship, Wyoming, which left here
j yesterday for her official trip pffjtho
Maine coast, ancnorca aurmg in
night at Deep Water Point, 28 TaSf
P. ANDREW south of here and steamed down
Delaware river. It was resorted the
was aground but this was
SECRETARY AT warship
denied.
-

flood-swep-
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CHARGE

MEMARE THAT
INDICATIONS
New Mexican Bays:
"
Jacob Safford, Just entering manBERS OF FORCE MURDERED
hood's estate, died early tuls morning
HERMAN ROSENTHAL
at St. Vincent's sanitarium from gan
grene resulting from a severe attack
of apendicitls. An eleventh hour op- - WAS IT INSTALLATION?
LOST
LIVES
RETCHED
NO.
eTation. performed last Friday, Jn an
effort to save his life, proved futile
DEAD GAMBLER, A FEW DAYS
HAS NARROW ES- and
WATCHMAN
death followed after a few days THE
ACCU8ED OFFICERS OF
AGO,
'
CAPE WHEN CARRIED OFF
'Of intense suffering.
GRAFTING
Mrs. Safford, the mother, is pros
WIS FEET BY WATER.
trated today. The father, C. V. Safford, who Is private secretary to SenCKOPHEE
ator A. B. Fall is in Washington and SHOT FROM AN AUTC"CEILE
was notified by wire today, the mes
IN CAR
FINANCIAL LOSS, INCLUDING IN- sage being sent by Edward Safford, WITNESSES SAY MEN
an elder brother who is deputy clerk
INVESTIWERE POLICEMEN;
JURIES TO DAM, WILL BE
of the district court.
GATION BEGINS
MANY THOUSANDS.
Jacob Safford was one of the most
men
in
Fe.
Santa
He
popular young
New York, July 16. Herman RosenSanta Fe. N. M, July 16. The low-to- - was generally admired and, respected
dam of the Hondo irrigation pro- for those manful, fearless and honest thal, proprietor of a gambling house
ject, in which eastern capital is heav- qualities of heart and mind that made here, whose sensational charges that
ily Interested, was swept out by a him a good son, a geAa citizen and a the police were guilty of grafting and
terrific cloudburst shortly before mid- true friend.
opression were to be Investigated to
He had been employed at the San day by the grand Jury, was shot and
night last night, a twenty foot wall
of water sweeping down the harrow Pedro mines whe-- e ,he became ill but killed in front of the Hotel Metropole
canyon and put on to the mesa, de- did not realize the seriousness of his this morning by four men who escapstroying all crops, wiping out farms, condition until too late. He came to ed in a large gray tourThg car. Rosenthe sanitarium here and after an ex- thal was murdered only a few- hours
fences, corrals and small buildings.
Five miles below the dam, a bridge amination, an operation was. decided before he was to appear in the home
on the New Mexican Central railroad upon. It was too late, however, to of District Attorney Whitman and
was swept out. John Davis, watch- save his life as the " poison had al- give further statements in an effort
man at the dam, was swept from his ready circulated through his system. to ' substantiate the police
grafting
"Jake" Safford, as he was known to charges.
feet, but swanl to safety. A man
named Gonzales was driving in a his many friends, was a second lieuWithin three hours after the murder
wagon and was hurleu rom his seat tenant in the First infantry, N. M. N. detectives viBlted a garage pn Wash
on the crest of the wave. He seized G., and full military honors will be ington Square, known to the police
a log and swam down the flood sev accorded. The funeral arrangements as the headquarters of the taxicah
eral miles, being tossed to safety have not as yet been made.
robbers who recently robbed bank
high on the side of a hill.
messengers of $25,000 and captured a
The damage to the dam was estiNEW PLANTING STATION
man describing himself as Louis Lib-mated at $10,000. It was not complete
Washington, July 16. Senator Cul- by, whom they made a prisoner on
and had cost to date $18,000. Damage berson's bill for an agricultural plant- the charge of homicide.
The police
t
district cannot be ing experimental station at Plalnview, also recovered an automcbil, cap that
in the
estimated at this time. So far as Texas,, wbi- tirdered .favorably report- they say was one that figured in the
io lives vterw ed Iclr.y1 troin the senate conimittitee murder. Deputy Commissioner Dough
seavch
on agriculture. It carries an appro- - erty asserted that eye witnesses to
lost.
proprlation of $50,000.
the murder of Rosenthal identified
WOOL DEMAND BRISK.
Libby as one of the quintette who
Boston, July 16. The demand for
drove in front of the hotel, and, calldomestic wool continues along well AIRMAN
KILLED BY ing the gambler from the dining room
distributed lines, While values hold
to the sidewalk, shot him down with
steady with a higher tendency. Ohio
a fusfllade of bullets, and then fled
ANIMAL in the motor car.
wools, from washed Delaine to onequarter blood, are moving satisfac
Rosenthal was shot five times in
torily, while the territory stock is
the head. Mrs. Sadie Rosenthal, wido-- v
also Maiming attention. New wash- HUBERT LATHAM IS GORED TO of the gambler, ,ln a statement to Dised delaine brings 34 cents while fine
DEATH IN CONGO BY A
trict Attorney Whitman, put the assassination of her husband squarely
WILD BUFFALO.
territory, staples sell for C3 to 65
cents clean. Considerable 'i exas wool
She warned her
up to the police.
has been sold, In eighth month, bringParis, July 16. Hubert Latham, the husband that If he kept his appointing 55 cents and twelve month 60 famous
airman, one of ment he would come to a violent end.
cents on a clean basts. Trading In the pioneers of heavier-thaair avia- She said she had a premonition a
California remains quiet.
tion, was killed by a wild buffalo tragedy would follow sirch a conferyesterday during a hunt In tne French ence and she named a police officer
TWELVE MILLS CLOSE - Congo. The governor genera! cf as one of the men who was present.
New Bedford, Mass., July 16. The French Equatorial Africa, say I ath-a- At least two witnesses agreed that
rates of 12 cotton cloth manufacture
was out with natives in the forest one or more of the men In the autoii? plants in New Bedford were clos- when he shot and wounded a buffalo, mobile were policemen. Rosenthal
ed today and 23,000 operatives were which
immediately charged and sprang suddetnly' Into public notice
idle as a result of the strike of weav- gored and trampled him to leatb. only last Friday when he hurled a
ers and loom fixers for the abolition Latham's death occurred In the Chari bomb Into police circles by filing affiof the grading system of payment
river near the Bahres Salamat. prac- davits charging that the police were
tically in the center of the French in league with the gamblers and that
Sudan in the direction of Lake Chad. every gambling house was feeing asMURDERER KILLS SELF
New "York, July 16. Samuel Swartz, The date of the fatality was .l"ae 7. sessed a fixed sum for police protection.
father of Nathan Swartz, the young
Rosenthal had been for some time,
man wanted by the police In connec
he explained, the proprietor of a
tion with the murder of the child,
gambling establishment in West For
Julia Connors, in the Bronx last week,
TODAY IN CONGRESS
street which was closed April
acknowledged today in a statement
15, after a raid by Police Lieutenant
made to Assistant District Attorney
strong
Becker, head of the
Nott, that his son had confessed to
him that he had killed the child. He
Washington, July 16. Senate: Con- arm squad. This raid, Rosenthal
followed a misunderstanding
said he had told his son to go ont vened at 11 o'slock. Passe-- ! Senator
The father, In Tillman's resolution for a "Terror between himself and Becker, The
and commit suicide.
his statement, said he believed the Warship."
latter, Rosenthal alleged,, waa his
told.
was
In the profits of the establish-- ;
as
hiB
he
bill
done
Ashuret
had
Senator
partner
spoke
boy
to strengthen rights of desert land ment Police Commissinoner Waldo
and District Attorney Whitman, both
settlers.
ROMERO IS NOMINATED August Belmont testified before whom were out of town, cut short
campaign funds investigating com- their vacations to start the inquiry
mittee. He contributed $250,000 to going. The murder of Rosenthal be
BY
TAFI
MARSHAL
FOR
fore daybreak today brought the situathe 1904 democratic campaign.
An attempt to pass a resolution for tion to a sensational climax.
was
The gambler left his home late last
of Montlcello
SENDS TO SENATE the purchase
PRESIDENT
blocked by Senator Heyburn.
night, telling hiB wife that he had
APPOINTMENT OF LAS VE.
The agricultural committee author- an appointment to meet Police Lieute
GAS MAN
ized a favorable report on the bill to nant Becker at the Hotel Metropole.
Shortly before 2 o'clock a
July 16, President create, a horticultural commission.
Waisihngton,
In
of
automobile
drew
noon.
front
at
Convened
ored
the
House:
up
senate
to
the
sent
today
Taft
Resumed
consideration of Beall the hostelry. One of its bIx: passennomination of Secundlno Romero to
bill.
gers got out and walked into the hobe United States marshal for New cotton
Military affairs committee favor- tel, beckoning to Rosenthal. RosenMexico to succeed Creighton Foraker,
a brother of former enator John B. ably reported bill to transfer Fort thal, without hesitation, walked out.
Thomas, Ky., to navy for marine gar- He bad reached a point not more than
Foraker of Ohio.
a dozen feet from the door when a
declared
rison.
have'
Published reports
considered volley rang out from the
rea'
Judiciary committee
Foraker resigned for political
sons. The White House today ma.de program to determine when the in car. Four of them found their target
no explanation.
vestigation of beef trust shall begin. and Rosenthal fell dead Instantly with
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Too Much Confidence
la Often as Ead as
a Lack of It
,

CITY EDITION.

OF
WATER
WALL
DOWN CANYON DOING MUCH DAMAGE.

Ifo Mormon Mtwtmint
Salt Lake City, July VS. CommentMAY IE WASHED TO LEAVE ing en a statement in "the new dispatches that the Mormons in Aruor-.and "New Mexico were expected to
INSTRUCTIONS
UHITED
FROM
go to the assistance of the colonists
STATES

if I
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revived respectful treatment

FEAR

i
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the United States.

IQ) h

allen will

REPLACE A.

THE ASSISTANT
HOUSE
WHITE
TO ENTER
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
.

BRAVE OLD MAN.

Seattle, Wash., July 16 After John
T. Whltlock, an aged lawyer, had testified before the house judiciary subcommittee this morning trfat he had
seen Judge Hanford drunk on a
crowded street of Seattle one afternoon, Whltlock was followed into the
saloon by Ned Hanford, son of the
Judge, who called Whitlock an offensive man. Whitlock struck the
young man In the face, returned to
the court room, went on the stand
and told his experience.

Washington, July 16. President
Taft will appoint Sherman P. Allen,
assistant secretary at the White
House, to be assistant secretary of
the treasury, succeeding A. Piatt Andrew, who recently resigned after a
row with Secretary MacVeagh.
Mr.
Allen was formerly a newspaper man
here. It was said unofficially at the
White House that Carml Thompson
of Ohio, assistant secretary of the in
terior, will become secretary of the
president, succeeding Charles D. Hil-lechairman of the republican national committee.
L. C. Laylln of Ohio is to succeed TAFT CAMPAIGN IS
Mr. Thompson in the interior department and Granville W. Mooney, former
TO BE BEGUN SOON
speaker of the Ohio assembly, Is slated to succeed Mr. Allen as assistant
Former Representative SECRETARY
secretary.
GOES TO
HILLES
Ralph Cole of Ohio is slated for legal
NEW YORK TO SET BALL
advisor to the comptroller of the curROLLING
rency.

v

QUEEN ALEXANDRA'S PARTY
London, July 16. Much interest was
manifest In the garden, party given
by Queen Alexandra this afternoon at
Marlborough House, the function being the first of a social nature' given
the Dowager Queen
since
by
her widowhood. The party was given
for the members of the Red Cross
society, of which Jueen Alexandra Is
--

president.

'

TURKEY HAS NOT HAD
ENOUGH, SAYS VIZIER

Washington, July 16. Charles D.
Hilles, chairman of the republican na-

tional committee, left Washington today for New York to organize the camof President
paign for the
Taft Mr. Hilles, it was said, has not
severed his connection with the White
House and it Is believed he will re- -;
sume his post ' as secretary to the
president next November.
(
No Combinations
Chicago, July 16. All plans for
avoiding the use of a third presidential ticket in Illinois by placing the
names of both President Taft an
Colonel. Roosevelt at the head of thf

republican ticket were declared by
Medlll McCormlck, head of the RooseTHE PORTE WILL NOT GIVE UP velt forces today, to have been abandoned. William M. Allen former mayor
RIGHT TO TRIPOLI TO
of Peoria and George Fitch cf Peoria
ITALY
said emphatically they were opposed!
combination.
Constantinople, July 16. The grand to any Roosevelt-Taf- t
vizier today announced that the TurkEXCURSION STEAMER SINKS
ish government refused the proposed
New York, July 16. The excursion
conditions of peace as unacceptable.
Turkey, he said, Intended to maintain steamer Rosedale, , plying . betwepti
her sovereignty In Tripoli and the New York and Rockaway Beach, Is
war would continue until conditions reported to have sunk oft Rockaway
of peace agreeable to Turkish dignity beach. All on board are reported sav- ed.
had been submitted.
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FOREST

RANGERS

EXTINGUISH

A

FIRE
ASSISTANT
TELLS

in an amazingly

slioi

time,

SENDS

INDECENT

MATTER

AlDuquerque, N. M., July 16. The
story of a strenuous and stubborn
Iignt against a forest fire which
raged over 24,000 acres and did damage to the extent of about $30,000 is
that brought back from the Sit
greaves national forest of Arizona, in
the Third district by Assistant Dis
trict Forester R. C. Pooler. It Is a

fan-nin- g

RESTED

It
The army emergency 'ration was
tried out at this fire but found unsat
isfactory for fire fighters while a.
work, because of Its dryness. Water
had to be hauled some distance to
supply the rangers nd they drank
gallons of it. Spellmlre and Lyons
of Wlnslow furnished a part of the
force of men at work.
Supplies and tools which bad to
be hauled part of the way and packed
part of the way were on hand and
ready. Arrangements are now being
made for connections with the mililine which runs
tary telegraph
through this section, and the installation of the telegraphones throughout
the forest for use on that line. Last
year there was no telephone wire on
the forest and the building of seventy
miles this year Indicates the extent
of the fire protection measures being
taken by the service.
The supervisor at present can call
up any of Ms rangers over the telephone but the telegraphone service
will make communication much more
A considerable sum will
complete.
be spent this year In further trail
building and Improvement
The number of tree lookouts will
be Increased and these will be supplemented with lookout towers with
triangulatlon to seeure exact location.
How useful these lookouts are Is
demonstrated by the fact that In another district of this same forest
where there are natural points of
vantage in the shape of bare peaks,
twelve fires were reported by the
lookouts and extinguished with a total expense to the government of $50
and damage only nominal.
Six Rules for Public to Prevent
Forest Fires.
Six rules have been printed on placards, and neatly framed, and will
be sent out from headquarters here
to be placed In hotels at the Grand
Canyon, Flagstaff, Williams, Santa
Fe and other pmces where the forest-usinpublic may see them. The placard is as follows:
The Six Rules for Care With Fire
In the Mountains
ur every member of the piijb'lc
strictly observes theseslmnla i"iles
the great annual loss by forest (fires
will be reduced to a mlnmum.
1. Be sure your match Is out before you throw it away.
2. Knock out your pipe ashes or
throw your cigar or cigarette stump
where there Is nothing to catch flrei
3. Don't build a camp fire any
larger than is absolutely necessary.
Never leave It even for a short time
without putting It out with water or
earth.
4. Don't build a camp fire against
a tree or log. Build a small one
where you can scrape away the
needles, leaves or grass from all sides

imv

1

i

.

ion

I

strenuous work being necessary to
ke'P the camp site and a square mile
of feed for the horses free of fire. On
every side of this square mile the fin
was raging. No Berlous injury to any
of the fire fighters, however, Is reported. The task which confronted
them is shown by the estimate that
an army of 400 men could not have
checked The advance of the flames in
ALBUQUERQUE
the afternoon when the wind was

ABSORBLETS

"Thats all right," said the agent
"I'd rather move around a little any-

MINISTER 13 AR
UPON A SERIOUS
CHARGE

how."

M., July 16. That
AlDuquerque,
the case of the United States versus
Rev. Herman, P. Mllliams, pastor of
the Gold and Broadway Church of
Christ, and editor of the "Doorknob- ber," arrested Saturday on a charge
of sending Indecent matter through
the mails, is to be vlgirously contested on the side of the defense, was in
dicated yesterday, when at a special
meeting of the Citizens' league of Albuquerque, arrangements were practically completed to retain prominent
local attorneys to assist in the work
of defending Rev. Mr. Williams, when
he ia arraigned for preliminary hear
ing tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
tiev, Mr. Williams was arrested
shortly before 4 o'clock Saturday af
ternoon by United States Deputy Mar
shal J. II. Smith, following the swear
ing to a formal .complaint by P. J.
Moran, postoffice inspector. Rev. Mr.
winiams was
before
arraigned
Commissioner H. R. Whiting and giv
en his liberty on a $300 bond furnish
ed by J. E. Elder and D. A. Porter
field.
The arrest of Rev. Mr. "Williams
came as the result of numerous complaints to the postoffice department.
that the postal regulations were be
ing violated in the sending through
the mails of "The Doorknobher,'
weekly paper edited by the tnlnister,
In the interest of a
campaign to abol
ish the redlight district. It Is understooa mat tne matter contained in
the issues of the Doorknobber was
examined by officials in Washington
and in Albuquerque, with the result
that it was decided there was reason
to believe that the statute was being
violated. The arrest of Rev. Mr. Williams followed. C. H. Carnes, M. L,
Fox and Postmaster R. W. Hopkins,
are named in the complaint as mater
ial witnesses for the government It
is likely that the United States will be
IM.
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"Can I talk to you a few minutes,"
asked the life insurance agent
"Yes," replied the superintendent of
the factory, "if you don't mind walking about the building with ma I
haven't really the time to sit down."

BY

MAIL

DISTRICT FORESTER
OF HARD WORK
IN ARIZONA.

TlirsnAV

f

The superintendent led the way out
of the pattern-room- ,
thence into the
woodworkers'
department, stopping
every moment or so to converse with
some operative, and took his caller at
last into the room where the huge
hammers were filling the air with
their unearthly din.
"Now," he said, yelling into the ear
of the life Insurance man T am ready
to listen to you. Go ahead."

CONTINUING
A
i

OUR

SWEEPING

SUMMER

CLEAN-U- P

Few Minutes Spent In Rummasjinj Around The Store This

Week Will Reward You Yvith Bargains Such

as You Have Sel

dom if Ever Seen!
OUR SUMMER CLEAN-Uwill be continued all this week or until eery tru'cle o
merchandisers cleaned out complete. The imeiest will not be allowed to lag. Every day wi!
be just as prolific of rich nnd rare Bargains as the preceeding one for we are going after all Summer goods in a most aggressive fashion. EVERYTHING MUST AND WILL BE SOLD!
COME! THE OFTENER you come the more you save on the goods "you need. The
choicest picking still remains you can get your share if you hasten.

Here Are Some Examples That Should Bring

All

Saving

story which includes an eighty-milFolks Ilere in Double-Qui- ck
Time!
gallop from Snowflake, Arizona, by
alFirst
was
this
fish
Angler Look,
a dozen rangers in 24 hours over rough
most caught before. See the broken
country, a night and day struggle
hook In its mouth.
amid sizzling heat and acrid blinding
Second Angler It should have' had
WASH SUIT SPECIAL
smoke to drive back fierce flames
sense enough to steer clear of hooks
which, driven by high winds often
One lot of Wash Suits, made
after that
from a variety of materials,
in a large variety offstyles, both Silk and Lingeiie, at
leaped hundreds of feet at a time. As
First Angler Oh, come! You can't
several colors, worth from
high as forty men, Including assistONE THIRD OFF
$4 00 to $7.50 each, special
expect a fish to exhibit more sense
ants from ranches and cow camps
per suit
than a human being!
were engaged for many days trying
f What is left from our Spring line of Women's and Misses
CO
to bead off the fire and the entire exSuits, Coats and Silk Dresses, at
"So
are
a
you
conservationist?"
to
In
the service
pense
extinguishing
Parasols and Millinery
HALF
"Yes," replied the man who Is active
the blaze was about $l;700.
In politics.
la
an excelent variety of new
"But
two
after
attending
All Wool and Lingerie Dresses and all Wool Skirts at
Putting out the fire, which had a
desirable models for just
summer conventions I am convinced
circumference of some 30 miles, was
ftat something must be done to pre
OtIE THIRD
HALF PRWE
made the more dififcult by the" fact
vent
In the
of
any
possibility
shortage
made
that the scarcity of rain had
supply of palm leaf fans."
things extremely dry and that the
to
sheep had not yet been brought in
"Pink. I'm afraid you are wasting
MEN'S SUITS $9.98
thla district, the Chevason district, of
Clearance Prices On
time brushing my hat. I don't
your
bethe forest for their grazing; and
seem to have anything smaller than a
Lares & Embroideries
What is left from our Spring
cause only from fifteen or eighteen
$10 bill."
Stock
of
Men's
Suits. Includranchers reside In the whole district.
"I kin change dat all right, boss."
"Clearance Prices"
that
A,
The fire was started by lightning
ing some extremely desirable
"Then you don't need the tip. So
means low prices yon won't
styles and colors, every garand because of the sparsely settled
long. Pink."
ment strictly all wool, worth
nature of the country would have
. "5al" uuni iicai year, ou
from $15.00 up, choice of the
swept an enormous area but for the
graspthis opportunity NOW
She They say mosquitoes avoid
lot, only
forest service organization and the
'
Buy and save moneyl
yellow, so It's a good plan to wear
fact that seventy miles of telephone
yellow i clothes.
line have been Installed In this region
One-Third
Off
He Yes, and another way to stave
by the government in the past year.
off Is to get bilious.
them
The SltgTeaves
fores is 893,720
acres in extent and the density of the
Father William, did you stay away
timber is indicated by ahe fact that
from school yesteray to go fishing?
half a million dollars worth stood on
' Laa
William No, father; I stayed away
the burnead area, the total loss being
VeaaLeaditigStoro
to
go swimming, but later changed It
comparatively small In proportion to
to a fishing expedition.
the aggregate of standing timber. A
service
few cattlemen ojined the forest
Patience Was the barn dance in
employes in the fight, although it 1b
represented at the preliminary Wed- the play realistic?
Established 1862
said one large outfit that could have
South SidojRaja
nesday br S. B. Davis, Jr., United
Patrice No. They cut out the tur- furnished a dozen men failed to uo so.
States district attorney.
key trot and the swan glide.
"I am willing to have the case go
Delay in reporting the fire resultlooked from a curious incident. The
to trial on its merits," declared Rev,
Mrs. Youngwife Do you ,cook lob-- J
imrrwBffwM4MJ!IWiaiiBBBsfes,
Mr. viiiiams
out who climbed with tfe spiked
'
ioaay, wnen asked for ster?
110
a
foot tree
a word or two as to his side of the
climbers to the top of
New Cook Always, mum. Do youse
The Critic No, indeed, ham is worth
BAD MAN CAPTURED.
to 'take his daily reconnaisance saw
"I don't believe it wouid eat yours raw?
question.
not entirely known as yet. He
passed
too much.
be Just the best thing for me to do
and reported a fire o the Coconino
banta Fe, N. M., July 16. Herman as a whisky salesman while in this
"
7.
on
June
Directly
at
forest, adjoining
present to say anything about the
Hamburger, alias Haineus, wanted in state.
"What's an optimist, pop?"
CONTRACTORS MEET IN DENVER Gallup,
In line with this tire was the smoke
affair In the newspapers. However,
El
Paso
Vaughn,
and other
"He's the delegate who
the
Denver, Colo., July 16. Members places, has been
from the incipient conflagration on
the affair Is not bothering me greatly steamroller would bust a thought
caught In New York
CENTENARY OF NAVIGATION.
tire."
of
the
National
Electrical Contractors' City after a chase
the Sitgreaves, which smoke appeared
and any developments which are to
leading from New
Glasgow, July 16. An exhibition
DenAssociation
in
assembled
have
Coco
the
of
from
that
be
a
come
to
will be made public probably
Mexico to the Atlantic coast states was
part
Redd So he beat you in the chesB
opened In Glasgow art galleries
ver from all parts of the country for The arrest was
nino and It was not until the next day
at the preliminary hearing."
made by Pinkerton today preliminary to the
game
big celebraexecutheir
The
convention.
annual
the
in
lookout
that the
The arrest of the minister editor
telephoned
detectives at the request of Sheriff tion to be held
ureene Oh, yes; I wasn't slow
here early next jmonta
tive committee held a meeting today. Robert L. Roberts of
report of his own fire which by that
fame as somewhat o.f a surprise, al- enough.
McKlnley coun to mark the centenary of steaii naviThe first regular session of the con ty, wno bas nuned for months for
time was well under way.
though it had been rumored for sev
gation in Great Britain. The inhibivention will be held tomorrow and the man.
The first report came In to the
eral weeks that complaints against
tion comprises a large number'of exThe
Did
me
Thespian
call
you
Shawill
be
addressed
Governor
next
m.
8
and
by
p.
him had been made both here and in
ranger station at
sheriff
Roberts
and
his
hibits
of shipbuilding and eniineer- ham
deputy,
'
actor?
troth on "The Resources of Colorado.
morning at 1 o'clock a force of fire
Washington.
Henry Brock of Gallup, spent yester ing Interest, including many Models
will
conclude
sessions
The
aid
of
Thursday
The Doorknobber" has been pub
fighters was on the scene, the
here, leaving last night for New of vessels typical of different Itages
and the next day the members of the day
a few local residents being secured. of it.
lished for some months past as the
York. They secured requisition pa- in the progress of naval
architecture
an
will
association
take
excursion
tu pers for the
5. Don't build bonfires. The wind organ of the combined
June 10, after the ranger had been
evangelical
prisoner and will bring and marine engineering.
Moffat
to
the
the
railroad
Corona,
to
and
come
day
may
fighting desperately night
up at any time and start a churches of the city, taking the place
him back for trial. Hamburger is
'
highest point reached by any railroad
head off the blaze, a call for help was fire which you cannot control.
of
the various church calendars
charged with having sold gfcvernment
For soreness of the muscles. wherK
In the United States.
sent in to Snowflake and Supervisor
6. If you discover a
bonds to liquor warenouses which er induced by violent exerciaa n in.
tire, put 'it out formerly issued and supported by the
GONE
Jennings of the Sitgreaves with Mr. If possible; If you cau't. get word oi churches.
Its editor has been conwere forgeries and for having Issued Jury, there Is nothing better than
Chamberlain's Liniment This nm.i
Pooler and a dozen rangers hastily 't to the nearest United Sta'.es fortst ducting a vigorous attack upon the
Dysentery is always serious and of spurious checks. He secured several ment
also relieves rheumatic palnti
saddled up and "hit the trail" and a ranger or state fire warden as
can
be
ten
a
but
it
disease,
of
chief
dangerous
police and council for
thousand dollars, it is said, in Vaughn, ror Baie Dy ail aeaiere.
quick- mayor,
I
Cholera
cured.
Chamberlain's
Colic,
at
trail
for
the
that
Terrible
fire, ly as you possibly can.
very rough
their alleged attitude toward the ten
Cramps) Dizzy Spells and Diarrhoea
Gallup, El Paso and other places.
I
:
has
It
cured
Remedy
derloin evil, aii to say the least, has
making the eighty miles in 24 hours,
even when malignant and epidemic. The full extent of his operations are
Old papers tor sale. Optic office
Nervousness,
Her
Misery
4
a
in
at
I
the evening, eating
not "minced words in doing so, the
arriving
For sale by all dealer
Story, of How She Got
hasty lunch, starting to work and
Old papers ror saM. Optic office. plainness of the language used being.
Well Again.
eating nothing, until well Into the
the basis for the present action
STATEMENT
All that night, aP the
next day.
Of the Financial Condition of the Las Vegas Grant
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
against the editor.
Board, June 30, 1912.
"
next day and all the next night the
Land
.
Hindsboro, 111- .-" Your remedies have In the District Court,
$265,759.73
little force worked without rest. The
relieved me of all my troubles. I would
MEDICAL MEN IN ATLANTA
Royalties
County of San Miguel
6.R23 M
fire was burning on about o,500 acres
State of New Mexico.
Application for deeds
Atlanta, Ga., July 16. Many lead have such bearing down misery and
3,288.38
and such weak, nervous,
fwhen the officials arrived.
Income . ,
dizzy ' Charles Ilfeld Company
ing men of the medical profession In cramps
29,001.18
that
I
spells
would
The fire would apparently be check
have to go to bed
Leases
and Alabama are attending Some days I could
Plaintiff,
964.65
The highest point of woman's hap. Georgia
hardly stay up lone
ed when at soon every day a high
Discount
vs.
7420.
No.
the
twelfth
of
to
meeting
826.24
enough
a
meal.
is
get
reached
piness
moth
only through
wind would spring up and by 3
Benton S. Jackson,
''The doctor's medicine did me no
Salary of trustees
in the clasping of her child the Chattahoochee Valley Medical as
$11,535.00
good
o'clock the heat would be so intense erhood,
..."
Defendant.
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b-e
sociation, which began its sessions so I changed to Lvdia E. Pinkhsm'.
Expenses
4,436.34
that the fire fighters could not Ap
Is often fearful of nature's ordeal today at the University club in this etable Compound and
The said defendant, Benton S. Jack Expense, on Camfield construction
2.262.75
k
from
the
ba-first
hurled
bottle.
I
it,
proach
blazing
and shrinsa from the suffering lncl-de- city. Dr. George M. Niles of Atlanta
being
on taking son, Is hereby notified that a suit In Court cost
it and used the Sanative kept
524.35
BOO feet before the. wind to start, a
Wash with it
to Its consummation. But for called
the
to
order
this
until
was
I
gathering
well
aeain. I th inir PVnnr assumpsit and by attachment has been Attorney's fees
10,701.30
hundred new fires aneaa oi the main nature's Ills and discomforts
commenced against him in the Dis- Commission
woman who
1,496 IO
remedies, and In Mother'a morning. Addresses of welcome were no better suffers as"--I have, could take
front. Finally a fire lino a quarter to
medicine.
Court for the County of San Mi- Appropriation
delivered
trict
Dr.
J.
Todd
and
Scott
to
Friend
la
by
found
Charles
be
a medicine of
850.00
a half mile wide was run from Leon
value to every expectant mother. others and the response for the visit- wAiTisuN, box Wi, Hindsboro, III.--,
guel, State of tffew Mexico, by said Office fixtures
241.40
ard canyon to Willow creek which great
It Is an emulsion for external ors was made by Dr. J. N. Baker of Testimony of
Company, wherein the Survey
9,162.79
Trained Nurse. Charles Ilfeld
checked the advance of the flames, application, composed of
seeks to recover he sum of Salary
ingredients Montgomery. The discussion of proplaintiff
,
8,970.35
this fire line being about four miles which act with beneficial and sooth- - fessional
Cathlamet,Wash.
;
Publication
Hundred and Seventy and
.
topics will keep the physi286.65
in length. All this was cleared out Ing effect on those portions of the
"I am a nurse and Two
Twenty-seveand
Dollars
cians
over
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tomorrow.
Printing
busy
when
do
I
much
liftinvolved.
It is Intended to
106.65
in one day's time which is believed system
ing I have a female ($27.00) Dollars .attorney's fee, for Referee
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to be about the record time for such prepare the system for the crisis, and
Y
thus relieve, in great part, the suffer
weakness, but I take and on account of the balance due on Taxes
19,595.49
a performance over so lar;a an area.
LONDON
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BE
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TO
Lydia E. Pinkham's a certain promissory note made and Interest
ing through which the mother usually
1,109.24
For three days a total of forty men passes. The regular use of Mother'a
London, July 16. Among the invit
Vegetable Com- delivered by defendant to plaintiff, U. S. patent
3,264.91
was at work, when the force was Friend will repay any mother In the ed guests at the annual convention
pound and I cannot dated
January 1st, 1907, payable Jan
comfort It affords before, and the help- of the British Medical
say enough in praise
then cut to fifteen or twenty. '
association
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1st,
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I
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is for sale at
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day
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While the forest service men don't drug stores.
photographs showing the passing of Cathlamet, Wash.
judgment by default therein will be Real estate
2,865.00
say much about the details of the Write for our
human
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soul. The London medical
The makers of Lvdia E. Pinkham's rendered
against you. That plaintiff's Certificate of deposit
free book for
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such
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tell
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they
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COLONIZATION

yscnicry, Crampa
end Diarrhea
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SAYS

HEAVY

C. L.

Seagraves, general colonization agent
for the Santa Fe, who arrived here
last night from Chicago, declared that
the business of colonization was as
great as It ever was, along the lines
of his system, but that It was more
scattered nowadays,
and that the
speculative feature had been largely
eliminated. He also declared that the
good roads propaganda following the
recent local legislation would be of
great benefit to the state.
"The colonization work Is producing as great results In point of numbers as It ever did," he said, "though
the mass settlements of five or six
years ago, and the speculative propositions have largely been removed.
Settlement Is more scattered now
than It wa, and competition Is greater, along our lines. However, we are
reaching as many people as we did
in the land hysteria of five years
back, and the ones we are now getting at are of a better class than
were the former ones. In, many Instances.
"Nowadays It Is the man who wants
to buy forty, or eighty acres for himself, who comes to us for colonization upon some piece or land. The
speculative Interest ts largely gone.
You know there was a time when the
entire population of the country was
land crazy, they had a sort of land
hysteria and It was back to the farm
for everyone, whether he was a farm-- .
er or merely wanted to buy for a
raise.
"That time Is gone, along the Santa
Fe's uncompleted colonization work.
Many other roads are now taking up
the work of getting business for their
sections. Many of them are drawing
settlers from the midoe west, where
we get most oij our settlers. They are
going to Maine and the New England
states, they are going to the far south
and the southeast, and there Is more
competition everywhere.
"Formerly we got many settlers
from among the foreign immigration,
while now they are very largely going
-- in South America.
Along the west
coast of South America the countries
are making an effort to get settlers,
to populate their unsettled sections,
' to
bring business to them. Five years
ago we had not these attractions to
contend with. Now we have. And we
have Australia, too, to compete with.
There are many Irrigation projects
over there on which millions of dollars have been spent, and the owners
want to get the people to ou'.'.ivatc
the lands under them. That makes it
harder for us to get settle for the
western states, whereas formerly,
whea a man Immigrated, ne nearlv
always immigrated to Bome of the
western states.
I' All of this has scattered the tides
of Immigrants.. But I believe that
tafeln; It altogether, we are probably
placing as many families, possibly
wore, than we did when the work
vas la its earlier stages.
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour

d

RETAIL VALUE, &12.00
RMQULA
nd onr
We purchased Bereral carloads of this beautiful dlnoer-varenabled the maaiifaotorer to give as an exclusive deaia
purchase
very low price. We are c barging part of the cost to "advertising
a
to
ask
of tbe
and
actual
yon
of
the
cost
only
pay percentage
xpeose."
aet. It Is of a beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be dap floated la
for less than tli in any reuii obi&a store. It ia guarantee a by both
auality
ana ourseivea.
There in a coupon In every sack of LARABEE'i Flour. Send us five
oonpons and $3.w in cash, draft, postal or exprosa money order, and we will
of
one
aend yoo
tbese beautiful seta by frefeht. Adrirose coo poos and re
mlttance to The China Department of the Larabee Flour at tils Company,
biisrliinson. Kansas. Be sure to write your name and addrees plnlniy.
Tbe oonpons in LARABKK'S Flour are also good for Honors' BUrerway
and other valuable premiums Aafc for descriptive ciroui&r.
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EMPRESS, you know, Is that "Mighty-Good- "
D
Flour that makes Baking
MAN-MILLE-
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a Delight

ALL GROCERS

one-quart-
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Sack You'll Like it.
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Jefferson Ray nolds President
E. D. Reynolds Vice President

i

CcoK-stov- c

All dealer, tell the stove. It is handsomely
finished in nickel, with cabinet top, drop
shelves, towel rack etc. Long chimney
I, 2 or 3 burner.
ameled turquoise-blu- e.

1

.

Hal'ett Raynoids Cashier
rt. Erie Hjke Asst Cat hier

MepneniB. Davis Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

M.

Surplus, and Undividbd Profits $35,000

$100,000

Our

Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within Ihe Scope of Good Banking.

ol-e- y

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

SuhsGrllso- fop Tim Qptio

1

iff

INNOVATIONS AT WEDDING.
Hillsboro, Cal., July 16. Standing
before a motion picture machine that
made a photographic record of the
scene for the edification of future
generations, Miss Jennie A. Crocker,
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Charles P. Crocker of San Francisco,
today became the bride of Malcom
D. whitman of New York City.
It
is believed to be the first time in the
history of American society that mo

It suits the most exacting French chef. It suits the housewife. It
is found in luxurious villas in camps in farmsin humble city homes.
Everybody uses it; everybody likes iL It bakes, broils, roasts and
toasts as well as a coal range.
It is equipped with a special heating plate, and we sell the New
Perfection oven, broiler, toaster, and pancake griddle.
Free Cook- Book with
every stove.

tV"-

Cook . Book
also given to

anyone tending
5 cents to cover
mailing cost

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver,

1

Well-Know- n

FULLY EQUIPPED

1,050

one-thir-

The New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e
Suits Everybody

Oil

GOAL

.

BIT If
I

GERMANY'S

CHILDREN NEED EXTRA
CARE IN HOT WEATHER

are common summer ailmentj and are
fact That Extreme
TO
generally caused by the .system trying
to rid itself of some injurious or indiHeat Conduces to Chronic
gestible material which has been imConstipation.
prudently taken into the stomach,
gulping down iced drinks or sudden
OF
The mother cannot do better for her
changes in the weather.
children than to train them, from InThe discomforts and suffering which
result are easily prevented and quickly
fancy, to regularity of the bowels.
relieved by Duffy's Pure Malt Whis- SCIENTIST
IN PARIS FINDS A Chronic
constipation in later life can OVER ONE MILLION DOLLARS
key, the great family medicine.
INCREASING
OF
MEANS
RAISED BY TOWNS FOR AIRif the child learns early
be
avoided
its
By
systematic use you can so
LENGTH OF YEARS
SHIP FUND '
strengthen the digestive organs and
the need of a daily evacuation of the J
trie entire system that the many
waste.
stomach
things which lead to a siege of these I Paxin. Julv 16. If vou would live poisonous
Berlin, July 16. Germany's public
There will, of course, be times when
distressing ailments have no ill effect
forever, make friends with the good the little one will become constipated subscription for the creation of the
upon you.
Go to your nearest druggist, dealer
so says Dr. Elle
and bilious. In hot weather, especial- largest aerial fleet In the world now
or grocer y
and get a large bot- the Pasteur institute scientist, ly, immediate attention is necessary i figures up something like $1,250,000.
who has been delving for many years as much serious illness results from France set the pace in what Baroness
Duffy's Pure a!tVh::key into the myBteries of why men grow inactive bowels. Salts, cathartics, ( Bertha von Suttner,
the aged leader
old.
for $1.00, take it
purgatives, and similar drastic irri- of the world's peace movement, has
The human body, Doctor Metchnl-koff- , tants are harsh and violent and only termed "barbarizing the air," but has
regularly as directed, and you will go
in common with scentlsts, gen- bring temporary relief while disturb- been outdistanced by her rival for a
through the Susays Is the battle ground, night ing the whole system. A gentle, pleas- fund that is to carry power and glory
erally,
mmer fortified
and
day, between the good and bad ant bowel stimulant like Dr. Cald- into the air. WTlth a start of several
against the gangers
When the bad microbes well's Syrup Pepsin Is far preferable. weeks the French have been passed
microbes.
of impure or
of
an
water,
engagement
change
you're sick man.
gain
contains no narcotic by the Germans, whose fund is now
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cleansing
Doctor's advice and medical booklet
Such Is your everyday life.
moving the foreign matter that irri between Germany and France, it Is
containing testimonials and rules for
Now, knowing that this terrible bat- tates and Inflames the tissue, it will said, has passed to Germany long ago
health free on application to
XlM Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Bechester, N. T. tle is forever going on Inside of one,
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to spend. This year, it ,s expected longer. So he went to work to find to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 40S Washing for public contributions to an aerial
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best. It proved to be sugar.
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few weeks later a similar appeal was
Incidentally, the
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discovered that Intestinal de Francisco. The bridesmaids were made In Germany and it was said that
rormeny came to tne western states. entist
her cousins. Miss Harriet Alexander German
composition was the principal reason
pride would not permit France
It makes a difference."
and Miss Janette Alexander of New to raise a
great sum. There was less
Asked what he thougnt about good for man's growing old. What would
York, and Miss Julia Langhorne and
roads, Mr. Seagraves endorsed the stop or retard this putrefaction? Ev Miss Morjorie Josselyn of San Fran- enthusiasm than on the other side of
the Rhine but more method and syspolicy of roads building, which he eryone knows that acids combat de cisco.
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said had become an almost nation- composition. We must introduce Into
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the system an acid producing microbe
municipality
wide movement.
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Fair, Flood and O'Brien. Be
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Metchnikoff
not
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enough.
ship Siberia.
that has long been socially promi- peace
self as well satisfied with the results discovered in the intestines of a dog ily
propagandists, headed by Baronent In New York .ana New England. ness von
of his six months' tour of the far the very thing he was after, a mi
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as
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the air" by makagainst
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east, the purpose of which was to In crobe capable of producing the sugar a tennis
player and some years ago
vestigate social conditions and the required .for the sustenance of the he held the national amateur chain- - ing it the means of raining death and
destruction on the earth. They de
progress of education. He arrived In good microbes. Tils microbe is the oionshlD.
His brother, -- Hendricks
mand that the powers renew the forapan a month ago, and during his "glycobactere." It forms Itself out
BrookWhitman, whose home in in
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The
much
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here
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has
foods.
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pubslay
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line, Mass., was married recently to from aerial crafts. But the
fic attention.
peace
crobes pitted against the good glyco
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hobart
propagandists stand little chance of
bactere, have no show whatever; and. C. Chatfield-Taylo- r
of Chicago.
being heard. No effort is made that
ROYAL SOCIETY'S ANNIVERSARY other conditions being favorable, there
being heard. No effort is made to
London, July 16. The celebration is no reason why man, partaking of
conceal
the apparent fact that
of the two hundred and fiftieth anni enough
substances producing this
N. J. Gorham, cashier bank ot
versary of the founding of the Royal kind of microbe, 6hould not live far Woodville, Woodvllle, Ga., had a very the development of aerial engines of
severe attack of kidney trouble and warfare will go on until the peace of
society for which preparations have beyond the ordinary mortal.
been going forward for more than a
"But why do so many dogs die the pains in his kidneys and back Europe is better assured than it has
were terrible. "I got a bottle of
been for the last year.
year, was formally opened today with young?" Dr. Metchnikoff was asked.
Pills from our druggist
an attendance that included repre"Although the microbee was discov and Kidney
1
have
they entirely relieved me.
A. M. Mason, farming near Canaan,
sentatives of leading universities, sci ered in the intestinal flora of the more benefit from them than any othentific bodies and learned society In dog," the eavant replied, "It does not er medicine." O. G. Schaefer, Red Me., was badly crippled with eclatie
rheumatism due he rays to uric acid
Cross Drug Store.
many parts of the world. The exer mean that all dogs have them."
In his blood. ."Foley Kidney Pills
cises of the celebration will continue Although the test las still to,be ap
entirely cured me and also removed
three days.
plied to man,, upon animals physically
George L. Hlgble, Manton, fitlch., numerous black specks that were conmore or less similar to the human used Foley Kidney Pills for kidney tinually before my eyes." Foley Kidand bladder trouble. He says: "1 ney Pills are a uric acid solvent and
species, it has met with considerable find for my case no other medicine are effective for the various forms
success. Even through this discovery equals Foley Kidney pills for bene- of rheumatism. O. G. Shaefer, Red
man is not destined to live forever, ficial effect" They are a safe and Cross Drug Store.
it has been pointed out that his gen reliable medicine for kidney trouble
Contain no harmful
eral health may be considerably bet and rheumatism.
drugs. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
for
life
thus
and
tered,
lengthened
Drug Store.
his effectiveness Increased many fold
, 1
glyco-bacter-
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tion pictures have been taken of a
fashionable wedding.
Seldom has there been a more
brilliant wedding in any part of the
country. Interest in It was widespread, for the bride is supremely
charming, the bridegroom belongs to
one of the oldest New England families, and both are young, rich and
very much in love.
Prominent society folk from cities
on both sides of the continent gath
ered to witness the ceremony, which
was performed in a magnificent pa
vilion erected for the purpose on the
grounds of the bride's country place
'at BurKngame.
The pavilion cost
110,000 to build,
while an equal
amount was spent in It's decoration.
The bride had for her matron of
honor Mrs. Walter S. Martin of San

MOTORCYCLISTS AT COLUMBUS
Columbus, O., July 16. Numerous
parties of motorcyclists, many of them

from distant parts of the country,
have arrived in Columbus during the
past 24 hours in readiness for thp
opening of the annual national meet
of the Federation of American Motorcyclists. The meet will open tomorrow and continue through the
of the week. From present Indications it will be the greatest
devotees
gathering of the
since the big national meets were
held years ago during the palmy days
of the League of American Wheelmen.
The races will be conducted on the
half-mil-e
board track recently completed here. The big feature will be
a five-milnational professional cham
pionship race, for which the Motor
cycle Manufacturers' association is
offering a $200 cup.
two-whe-
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If you are a housewife you cannot
reasonably hope' to ha healthy or
beautiful by washing dishes, sweeping and doing housework all day,
and crawling into bed dead tired at
night. You must get out Into the open
air and sunlight. If you do this every
day and keep your stomach and bowels In good order by taking Chamberlain Tablet's when needed,
you
should become
both healthy and
beautiful. For sale by all dealers.

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with

Wm. Gs

the San Miguel National Bank

Ilaydon

II, W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President

Treasurer
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OF PECOS.
give, .credit; where credit is due. Cofamily, particularly to his aged mpth
lonel George Harvey, editor of Har
Denver, Colo., July 16 The cloud- er. Mrs. T. L. Adams of Denver. A
was
Bustos Sandoval, a farmer,
per's, .Weekly and an ardent Wilson burst and flood In Cherry creek Sun- beautiful sister, Mrs. Agnes Llttell,
supporter, is not at all blinded by tlie day night has passed into history, of Paterson, New Jersey, died only drowned yesterday afternoon in the
tlood waters p( the arjroyo Alimetos
blow and bluster of the Bull Moose leaving a great heap of debris, de- this last
February In her thirty-fourtnear Pecos. SandoVaiTvas driving in
.and his disgruntled followers.
He posits of sand and mud in buildings
year.
bed of the river, and was caught
.has a mind of his own which carries and along the boulevards, the' ruins
Brief funeral services will be held the
a thinking apparatus of no mean or- of wrecked homes and the still hardly on the lawn at the family residence in the rush of water which followed a
3
jtlcr.
credited r small fatality of two dead. tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock, The clouauurst at Pecos at o'clock. San
In the Issue of July 13, Colonel Har- - The list of injured swelled during the remains will be taken to Colorado doval was unable to get out of the
wery has the following to say of Pres night to eight, most of them trivial. Springs where relatives and friends stream in time to avoid the onrushing
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ident Taf ts
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der trying conditions remains. Mr. today I the final combing out of tne Few men were better known or was no water in the stream, and the
Taft's fidelity, his conscientious en wreckage of other possible .victims, more beloved than Mr. Adams. The high water came upon him too suddeavors, his singleness of unselfish The five' hundred refugees from the sympathy of the entire community denly for him to escape.. The high
purpose, his purity of Intent, his not flood district are destitute cf every goes to his family in thb their great waters did not prevail long and the
body was recovered soon after they
able achievements are forgotten only thing but 'the clothing ihey wore est trial.
Had subsided.
for the time. They will be remem when driven out of the uistrict. They
Mr. Adams and family arrived in
Little damage was done to ihe
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time but also ring the seconds when again were in demand, as well as such
a man Is down. Personally, I would minor shares aa
Agricultural Chemialways sooner have the timekeeper cal and Pittsburgh Coal preferred.
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Do you see, Dick? I couldn't
Young Lowe was working at a' drill constitutional, but would work Severe
of Summertime in the
ask
to
others
be
He
do
can
I
trusted
because his Very business existence is at stake.
what wouldn't do
machine,, when the drill broke, a part hardship on producers arid consumers
myself. That ad was going into toHe
of it striking; him over the right eye of cotton.
believes
his
in
goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
morrow's paper, but I believe J'll tear
Buiterick Fashion Sheet making a deep cut How serious
it up now."
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
the wound will prove is not known,
LEA IS RECOVERING
"Fred, you don't mean"
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
AUGUST
"Can you go to work tomorrow.
Roswell, N. M, July 16. Informa
though it Is not thought that he will
good secure repeat orders.
FREE CopU may be obtained at our lose the sight of his eye. Jack Lowe tion was received here tonight that Dick?"
I
I
f
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but ft
PATTERN DEPARTMENT.
wnt to; the Duke City last night on General Homer Lea, the famous mili- "Fred.
"That's all
I think I am
.. .... ..j:.'.SfaM
'
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
-,
"0train No. 9, the first report being that tary tactician, strategist and author, mighty lucky to right
gget a man I know and
his "son "was "seriously hurt.
who as field marshal of the Chinese can trust Come, put on your hat and
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, belopublican army, played an Important go to lunch. Do you know, only yes.wi.ad.lW
W." m
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
George, D. McDIll, one Qf the inter part In the creation of tVe new re terday I was thinking of you, and the
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
time
you
got hung up by the trousers
national secretaries of the Y. M. C. public, subsequently suffering a comKnowlson'a cherry tree!"
la
in telling others of their goodness. - '
money
A.
with
RESPECTS
In
headquarters
Chicago, will plete breakdown, Is rapidly regaining
UNDERWOOD PAYS
VV.
be a, visitor In Las Vegas on Thurs his health.
Trenton, N. J., July 16. Oscar
It
to Buy
Ring Seem to Be Real Hoodoo.
General Lea was recently conveyed
The head of the Paris Morgue is re
Tnderwood, democratic leader of the day of this week. Mr. McDill is on a
house' of representatives, met Gover trip through the southwest being in from, China to a southern California sponsible for the statement and it it
vouched for
late chief of the
nor Wilson for the first time tcVay at Tucson, Ariz., today. He will arrive health resort by a Chinese warship, Paris pollce-th- atby the five
times within
imLas
went
in
leavVegas
Wednesday
and
Chinese
with
night,
troops as a body guard. his experience dead bodies
the state house here
brought to
conference
for
Estes
Thursday
ing.
General
morning
was
Lea
born
in
a
into
private
Denver,
the morgue were found to be wearing
mediately
met
Colo.
will
meet
also
He
Park,
Thursday and has many relatives In Roswell He a ring of Oriental make, and bearing
with him. Mr. Underwood
and
the boar dof directors of the as- -' is diminutive in stature,
erry Belmont, Thomas J. Ryan. two wit
haing sus- these words In Oriental characters:
soclation and will be their guest at tained a broken back ina fall from "May whosoever wears this ring die a
Charles P. Donnelly, the latter
miserable death."
his nurse's arms during babvhjod.
dinner......,.,.,,.. ,
democratic leaders of Philadelphia,
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DIRECTORY

NEW YORK'S VOTE

WILL GO FOR

Prop

Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
?ast Las Vegas, N. M.

DELAWYER
ALBUQUERQUE
CLARES WILSON WILL LOSE
IF TEDDY RUNS.

M BIEHL. Propwtor
416 Grand

Ave

Albu-Querqu-

Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

A.

II. Lorenzen

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
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advertisement, laid eatray will be sold
Ettrty Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
may concern that the following described estray animal waa taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Q. J. Munhollon, Schroeder, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
t:
One dun or cream male
1st pub. July 10. last pub, July 20, 'II
horse with strip In face, 10 years,
700 lbs., 13 bands.
Ettray Advertisement
Notice
Branded
hereby given to whom It
On left hip
may concern that the following described e stray animal was taken op by
Branded
J. L. Klnkade, SL Vra'ln, N. M.
On left hip
One black horse, 10 or 12
Said animal being unknown to this
years, 700 lbs., 13 bands.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
VK before July 30, 1912, said date being
On left thigh
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
advertisement, said estray will be sold
On right hip
J by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found. ,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July SO, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
10 days after last appearance of this at. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, T.2
advertisement, said estray will be sold
stray Advertisement
by this Board for the benefit of the
Notice la hereby given to whom !t
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12 Marcelino Sanchez, Los Padillas, N.
To-wl- t:

The
Altmijuwuiuo, N. M., July
political situation in tue east is conUltnMy mixed up and it is a little
too early to predict with any degree
of certainty the pronable outcome of
the presidential campaign, according!
to Attorney Francis E. Wood of
who returned to the city today after spending several weeks In
the cast. Mr. Wood was an alternate
in the Chicago convention and later
went to New York, where he talked
with a number of political leaders of
the various organizations.
"In my opinion Taft will carry New
Estray Advertisement
York state," said Mr. Wood, when
Notice la hereby given to whom it
asked for an expression of the situamay concern that the following detion. "And this regardless of wheth- scribed
estray animal was taken up by
er Roosevelt runs or not. 1 believe E. J. White, Estancla.
Taft will beat Wilson in new York.
One male colt. Mack, 2
It Roosevelt were the republican years, 300 lbs., 4 feet high.
nominee New York would vo for WilBranded
The Roosevelt
son by over 200,000.
On left shoulder
republicans In New York are not
Said
1C
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THE
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ALWAYS

HANDLE

T

SOCIETY DIREGTORY
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t

NO.
LODGE
1,
DORADO
EL
OF PYTHIAS Meet
KNIGHTS
r
every Monday
A?,
nlns in Caatle Hall
V VlalUnt; KnlRhta are
Invited
Y 1 cord)atly
W'vScha. E. Llebsc
t V' iniai Cha n e e o
Secretary.
ommander.
H.rrj
'
artln. Keeper
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Records and Seal.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Tee
coaclavt)
day In each iftoath a Ka- B.. P. O. ELKS Hcrti. secend and
fourth Tuesday evening, of each
sonlo Temple at 1:80 p. m. U
month at O. R. C. halL Visiting
Re
B. C; Chaa. Tamme,
brothers are cordially invited. P.
corder.
D. McElroy, Kxalted Ituler. D. VV.
Condon, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 1 ROYAL
convoca
MASONS-atn-wlARCH
ATTORNEYS
tion tret Monday In each
moath at lCaaonla TemHUNKER A HUNKER
ple, at T:I p. m. M. R.
Chester A. Hudi
F. O. Geo. H. Hunker
WUhama, H.

CHAPMAN

LOO

A

IE

NO

t,

A. F.

A

A M. Recul&r
oon
munlcaUon
first and
Tharaday in eaaa
HlnoBtn Vlalt!u broth--'
em cordially invited
. R. Murray,
N. O. Herman, T. M.;

W.T

LH

OKDfsi AND HF.QUI.
GOODS OBTAINABLE

SHORT

BEST

CAFI

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBY

$

ftiiIi

iv yN

ADVER-

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
No ad to occupy lets space than two
lines. All' advert! mente charged
will be booked at apace actually e,
without regard "to number of word.
Caai In advance preferred.

M.

1

1

Reg-.ful-

5

sco4

ar

sorrel white face
horse 8 years, 600 lbs.
Branded
On left hip
P.;
"
"
Branded
Attorney at Law,
Blood, Secretary.
New Mr Laa Vegaa.
On right hip
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN Z.
RANSPORD CHAPTER NO. , Ob E.
Said animal being unknown to this
--MmtM first aad third Frldayi in
PIIYsrCIANS
unless
claimed
owner
or
Board,
on
by
Maaoaic
Kra.
T.
9.
Temple.
Boven,
before July 30, 1912, aald date being
DR. H. W. HOUF
Worthy Xatroa; James O. Rutledge
10 days after last appearance of this
Residenc 1016 Fifth St
Worthy
Patron;
decree
lira,
Trlpa,
WANTED
Trained Nurse, would care
advertisement, said estray will he sold
Office 506',4 Crand Avenue
Secretary. Phone Mala 129, 120
for infant, for board and room for
by this Board for the benefit of the
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 4
Graad avenue.
limited time. No healthseeker, but
owner when found.
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p m
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
stranger. . Miss Griffiths, Optic ho
To-wi-

One

Wanted

animal being unknown to this
and
many, but they are all
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Heavy Hardware and
very enthusiastic supporters of the before July 30, 1912, said date being
Wagon Material
colonel. There Is apparently develop- 10
days after last appearance of this
ing In New York a sentiment against advertisement, said estray will be sold
Wilson because of his affiliation with by this' Board for the benefit of the
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
tel.
v
Albuquerque, N. M.
Bryan. Many believe that when they owner when found.
DENTISTS
10
MeeU every Monday Eight at
vot1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
are voting for Wlisou they are
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
O.
R.
O.
HalL
on
Dooglaa avenue, at
WANTED Experienced waitress at
ing for everything that Bryan stands
CLAY AND HAVENS
Albuquerque, N. M.
Vial ting member
are DR. CLIFFORD PLEW, DENTIST
the Bismark Cafe. Home girl pre 8 o'clock.
Advertisement
for. For this reason Wilson will lose 1st
Estray
"12
Successor to
JC. Gehring,
pub. July 10, last pub. July 20,
welcome.
K.
cordially
ferred.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
many votes which he might have obE L. Hammond
Dr.
Stables.
Sales
and
Feed
T.
J.
president;
Livery,
Bnhler, secretary;
may concern that the following detained had circumstances been differ
C. H. Bally, treaaarar.
Office T Crockett Building.
Estray Advertisement
estray animal was taken up by
Good Bigs & Prompt Service
entif Bryan had eliminated himself Notice Is hereby given to whom it scribed
Phone Main 115
J. H. Emerson, Hagerman, N. M.
situaentire
Tie
situation.
from
the
Residence Phone Olive 5462.
may concern that the following de
1202 National Ave
Phone Mala 71
MODER.N WOODMEN OF AMERIC
One old bay unbroken
tion at present seems to hinge on the scribed
was
taken
animal
up by
estray
Meet In the forest of brother),
hands high, about 4 yeans. FOR SALE Best residence lots in
horse, 14
third party movement If Roosevelt J. H. Head, White Water.
3 lots corner of Baca and
love at Woodmen of the Worb
the
city.
Branded
"it
and
launches a third party
gains
LCCM, TIME CAED
One gray mare 9 year?,
halL on tb second and fourth Tr
Sixth street, facing east at a very
On right shoulder
the strength that many believe It will, 750 lbs.
s reasonable
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Claj
price. Inquire BacharPETER P. MACKEL" it will mean the election of Taft, be- Branded
Has a acar
EAST BOUND
Consul; O. Laemmle, Clerk. VUit
ach Bros.
On
cause there are thousands ot voters
left
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
hip
On left shoulder
are
w
Arrive
lng
neighbor!
especially
vote
for
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging in every state who will
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
1:15 p.
:10 p. m..'
com and cordially Invited.
No. I
FOR SALE Piano and household fur
;
Roosevelt, who are for Wilson In the Board, unless claimed
and Glazing.
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
on
or
owner
11:10 .
by
No. 4. ...11:05 p m
510
Main
niture.
street.
fit
event Roosevelt Is not nominated. before
, Estimate Cheerfully Given.
1:25 a. a
1:15 a. m
July 30, 1912, said date being before July 30, 1912, said date being
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541. No. 8
West Bide Plaza ........ . Old Town Votes cast for Roosevelt will be votes 10 days after last appearance of this 10 days after last appearance of this
2:10 p. m
1:45
p. m.
No.
I. O. of B, B. Meeta
10....
WHITE
75c
BOc,
drat
hens,
Wyandotte
evory
that would have been cast lor Wilsoa advertisement, said estray will be sold advertisement, Bald estray will be sold
and 11.00. Mrs. M. E. Johnson . Tuesday of the month In the veetry
It is a little too early to predict the by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
WEST BOUND
room of Temple Monte-tlorat S
Humboldt, Kansas.
owner when found.
outcome.. The situation
Is, so to owner when found.
.1:45 p.
1:20 p. m.
o'clock p. m. Ttaitina brothers axe No. 1..
Colonel
until
CATTLE
time
SANITARY BOARD,
speak, marking
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
' LAVNIMOWERS
6:15 p.
a. m
6:10
3
No.
SHARPENED
JULY
SPECIAL
Invited
100
Rock
Isaac
Buff
cottKUly
Appoi
Roosevelt does whatever he Is going
Albuquerque. N. M.
N. M,
4:60 p.
m
Albuquerque,
7
4:40
p.
No.
;
President
Chartea Qreenclay, Seo
chicks, $10. Mrs. M. E. Stevens,
Lock and Gunsmith
Bicycle and' to do."
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12 1st. pub. July 10. last pub. July 20, 12 Humboldt, Kan.
m
9
7:0f
6:35
No.
p.
retary.(
General Repairing
of living,
Advertisement
estray
520-6tE. Las Vegas In these days of high coat
Advertisement
Street
Estray
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNOl
a medicine that gets a man up out
There la more Catarrh la this secNotice is hereby given to whom It
Notice is hereby given to whom It
.NO. 804. Meeta second and foar
ot bed and able to work in a few dayB
ot the country than all other distion
deconcern
the
that
may
following
Is a valuable and welcome remedy. may concern tnat the following de
eases
O.
in
R.
C.
hall.
put together, and until the last
Plon.
Thursday
RENT
FOR
Merchants' restaurant
had scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
waa supposed to he incurfew
Cal.,
John
Bai,
Michigan
Heath,
years
c
are
furnished complete ready to start building. Visiting member
Automobile, Carriage &
able. For a great many years dockidney and bladder trouble, wu Leopoldo C. Lopez, Casa Salazar, N, Marcelino Sanchez, Los Padillas, N.
lnvled.
G.
Peter
dlally
Emenaker,
business. See Ray wood, 515 Dougconfined to his bed, unable to turn M.
tors pronounced it a local disease and
M;
K., Richard Devlne, F. 8.
'
without help. "I commenced using
las avenue.
prescribed local remedies, and by
One black horse, 800 lbs.,
lo
One
horse
hind
bay
Foley Kidney Pills and cab truly
constantly falling to cure with local
14 hands high, 9 years.
it incurable.
pronounced
say I was reloleved at once." His ex- white, 6 feet, 6 years.
N. 0. HERMAN
FOR RENT Upright piano. Inquire I. O. O. F., LA8 VEGA3 LODGE NO treatment,
Branded is worth following. O. Q.
Science haa proven Catarrh to be a
ample
Branded
r
1.
Meeta
a:
El Dorado hotel.
every Monday evening
constitutional disease, and therefore
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
On left hip
On left hip
Grand Ave
their ha'l on Sixth atreet All visit requires
429
constitutional treatment
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this WILL RENT my 12 room furnished
lng brethren cordially Invited to at Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed
tend. J . D. Fridenatlne, N. Q.; by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
residence Apply 803 Jackson.
by owner on or
E6tray Advertisement
Is the only Constitution l cure on the
before July 30, 1912, Bald date being before
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood market.
Notice is hereby given to whom it 10
July 30, 1912, said date being
It la taken Internally in
after last appearance of this 10
days
after last appearance of thia FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Mrs.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treaaurer doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonfuL
days
may concern that the following desaid estray will be sold
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
It acts directly on the blood and muDell Chambers, 710 Grand avenue.
scribed estray animal was taken up by advertisement,
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benef't of the by this Board for the benefit of the
cous surfaces of the system. They
XEWL YjREMODELED
G. J. Hunhollon,
M.
N.
Schroeder,
owner when found.
offer one hundred dollar for any
t:
owner when found.
FOR RENT Three new rooms fur F. O. E. Meets ftnt and third Tuea case It
One sorrel female horse,
fails to cure. Send for cirCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Private Baths and Lavatories
6
CATTLE
700
SANITARY
13
nished
921
for
hands.
Wood
BOARD,
each
years,
lbs.,
light housekeeping.
culars and testimonials.
month, at
day evenings
Albuquerque, N. M,
Lincoln.
man halL Visiting Brother
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Tocot
Albuquerque, N. M.
Private Telephones
Steam Heat
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12 1st. pub.
On right shoulder
10, last pub. July 20, '12
to J attend. A. M ledo, O.
invited
O
dlally
July
and
Rates $2.50'per day
up
Sold by druggists, 75c
FURNISHED room with bath. Ill
Said animal being unknown to this
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Set
Take Hall's Family Pills tor
Advertisement
Estray
AMERICAN PLAN
Tenth
four
bloeka
street
from
de
unless
Advertisement
Board,
claimed by owner on or
Ettray
retary.
to
whom
is
Notice
It
hereby
given
Notice is hereby given to whom It pot
July 30, 1912, said date being
Special Rates by Week or Menlk before
concern that the following de10 days after last appearance of this may
may concern that the following dewas taken up by
scribed estray animal was taken up .by FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
advertisement said estray will be sold scribed estray animal
M. E. Phillips, Koehler, N. M.
Marcelino Sanchez, Los Padillas, N.
housekeeping rooms, electrlo lights,
by this Board for the benefit of the
One roan mare, 700 lbs.
owner when found.
tfiO lb, or Mora, Each Da II very
and ibath, also single rooms excellent
M.
20c per let la.
6 years, 12 hands high.
1rS
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
location, 918 Eighth street
lb, to tfm Use Each D!!vary
One bay horse, 900 lbs.,
280 per 1M lb
Branded
'COS Iba. t 15S Iba., Eaot, Delivery
15 hands high.
so par 1SS lfe
Albuquerque, N. M.
On left hip
BS lb, to
Iba. Eaoh Delivery
1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
lbm
Branded
pf 1N
Said animal being unknown to this
Lea Than 6 Iba., Each Delivery
gsg
On left and right shoulder
M
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estr.y Advertisement
Branded
LOST A red bull, white face, red
A
Notice is hereby given to whom !t before July 30, 1912, said date being On left
hip
10
ot
last
this
appearance
days after
spot around each eye, dehorned.
may concern that the following deSaid
animal being unknown to this, Branded
inM
scribed estray animal was taken up by advertisement, said estray will be sold
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
by this Board for the benefit of the Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On left hip.
B. C. Terry, Solano. N. M.
and Lasting: Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vefas
before
July 30, 1912, said date being
Fainus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
,
One black mare, 650 lbs owner when found.
Notify R. E, Hannon, E. Las Vegas.
'
10 days after last appearance of this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
13 hands, 3 years.
advertisement, raid estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N M.
tsranaea
benefit of the
Buy It now. Chamberlain's Colic,
J 1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12 by this Board for the
On right shoulder
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Is alowner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
most certain to be needed before the
OATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
summer is over. Buy it now and be
Eetray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
No sir! There are no germs In
M.
Albuquerque, N.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
prepared for such an emergency. For
before July 30, 1912, said date being
our ice. Our Ice is made from the 10
concern that the following de 1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12 sal by all dealers.
may
after
last
of
this
days
appearance
purest' of waters; la tigbly recom
was taken up by
advertisement, said estray will be sold scribed estray animal
An Increasing number of people remended by physicians, and is giving
R.
B.
Ranch,
Estray Advertisement
Schoonmaker,
Harvey's
Board
this
of
for
the
benefit
the
of the satisfactory reby
port
our
all
patto
Notice 13 hereby given to whom It sults regularly
the best satisfaction
East Las Vegas, N. M.
from taking Foley Kidney Pills
owner when found.
rons. Don't buy Inferior Ice and pay
One black mare 7 or 8 may concern that the following de and commend their healing and curaCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
scribed estray animal was taken up by tive qualities. Foley Kidney Fills
lbs.
just what you would if you were us1,000
years,
Albuquerque, N. M.
are a carefully prepared medicine,
Ice.
Bias Sanchez, Wagon Mound, N. M.
Branded
ing our pure, germ-proo- f
'12
last
20,
1st pub. July 10,
pub. July
guaranteed to contain no harmful or
white
One
red
cow,
Classifiad ads. search out thalpsople to whom
On
partly
shoulder
right
habit forming drugs. They can have
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
araonf al
8
face,
years.
a
effect
of
beneficial
when
ed
for
those
who MIGHT BUY-- the
only
Branded
Advertisement
Estray
worth
particular
moit.
things
and bladder troubles, for
Branded
kidney
Phone Main 227
On left shoulder
Notice is hereby given to whom it
That
backache,
back
weak
rheumatism,
want
to
you
sell
property
isWORTH MOST to lome-on- e iI
On left ribs
that the following demay concern
or lumbago. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
Branded
who reads the ads. in this
newspaper and would never Ii
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this Drug Store.
Summer colds are nerd to get rid scribed estray animal was taken up by
of
hear
unless
your
it
were
property
advertised here.
N.
M.
Oflmlano
J
Gutierrez, Alameda,
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
of, and frequently lead to asthma
During the summer months mothOne white mare, 12 years, Board, unless claimed by owner on or before July 30, 1912, said date being
bronchitis, and hay fever. Do not let
f
who
read
and
Others,
answer
in
ads.
this
ers
children should watch
newspaper, want h
your cold get a hold on you, but use 12 hands.
before July 30, 1912, said date being before July 12, 1912, said date being for of young
are
anxious
find
to
(and
and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
any unnatural looseness of the
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
-'
r10 days after last appearance of this 10 days after last appearance of this bowels. When
Branded
given prompt attenWon
for quick relief. W. H. Allen, Chel
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
I
i
On left hip
any
advertisement, said estray will be sold advertisement, said estray will be sold at this time serious trouble may be
sea, Wis., says: "W prefer Foley's
ort, and musical instruments.
Chamberlain's
Said arsimai being unknown to tuis by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the avoided.
Honev and Tar Compound to other
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy can al.
cough medicines because it quickly Board, unless claimed by owner on or owner when found.
owner when found.
As the classified ads. are real by all
ways be depended upon. For sale by
passible biyjrs, of a
cures coughs and colds. It will ward before
said
CATTLE
1912,
date
30,
SANITARY
being
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
July
BOARD,
ail dealers.
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
off a cold if taken In time." ConAlbuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerqu8, N. M.
tains no opiates. O. O. Shaefer, Red before July 12, 1912, said date being
best markets!
10 days after last appearance of this 1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12 1st pub.
Cross Drug Store.
July 10, last pub. July 20, '12 j Th. Ooflc print aft the newt.
g
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THAT YOU BO

A

A"

T YOUR TOWN

Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That The Project is
Brought to a Successful Conclusion.

A

IMPO

A

That You Boost Your Business. You Can do it by Advertising.

THE
u
Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas,
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that
variety

O
li

li

u

OH o

TUT TT
1111

I

MAIN

o
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tWHT

n
kiSs

L-

O

-j

1,00
250

1

i,

....
..

."

11.65

'1E5
164

...

strip, per pound
the
per pound
Bacon
strip,
by
Breakfast
wide
Fancy
Fancy hams, per pound
Fancy Plcnlo hams per pound
Fancy dried peache per pound
package
Fancy seeded raisins,
Fancy small sise prunes per pound.......
.
Fancy medium size prunes per pound "
. . ... ,
.xwA
a
.on Vam DvrtlTt tnf
5 pound can Karo syrup for
10 pound can Karo syrup for
.
Extra fancy gallon can pie apples for
can
Pie peaches," gallon
Pie plums, gallon can
Pie cherries, gallon can
Pie rhubarb, gallon can
'." ..".'.A.......
6 pounds Mexican beans fjr
Fresh Kansas eggs per dozen
t f,..

18c
,0
--

'

.l3c
13

jr

....

90
70
9
IOC

250
47o
350

...-.v."-

40c
30c
450
25C

25C

20c

IKE DAVIS
y THE

193

OR

194

MAIN

N. B. This store will be open until' 4 o'clock tonight.

'

f'i

GO

1

I

And See the Beautiful DUplay of Roger Guaranteed Silverware, Which We arc Giving as Pre-

1

miums.
Let Us Give You a Card That Wili Explain
how You may Secure any of These Pieces or Sets

COME EARLY

J. H. STEARNS
-- GROCER-

We have on hand a complete stock of
SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

'

LAS VEGAS LUMBER GO.
Phone Main

150

to- -

A

Old Town

At The Home of The Best
Of Ey ery t h i ng Eatable
airtight Tinspacked
the
handling-al- l
automaticaliy-nrich, full flavor of these finest
berries kept for you. That's Chase
& Sanborn's SEAL B R A N D
finest grovvri.

NOTE THESE PRICES

.

HENS

ON

BOYS

AN 0

SUITS

t
12.00
13.50
15.00

SUITS GO AT

G.00
G.00

SUITS GO AT

9.00

SUITS GO AT

10.00

1G.50

SUITS GO AT

10.50

SUITS GO AT

11.00
12.35

2Q.OO

SUITS GO AT

13.35

22.50
25.00

SUITS GO AT

15.Q0
1G.65

SUITS GO AT O

$w.oo

SUITS GO AT

e

M.

GREENBERGER

rn
n

I

I

II

E

DELT0X
THE

GREAT

SUMMER

FOR PORCH, BED

ROOM

1

AND PARLOR.

THE GREATEST

GRASS

FIBERS

nua made
In all sizes From 18x36 at 45 cents

9xl2at.....ll..

....$9.00

Put in one of these rujjs and keep cool the rest of sthe
"
Summer.

J.

JOHNSEN & SON

C.

"Complete Furnishers of The Home."

"FORF

CANNED GOODS

ars

Finest Quality Fruits and VeIT getables From Field to Can
The Same Day.
ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.
--

..

.

QUALITY

.

,

Noted For
PURITY CLEANLINESS

BAKERY GOODS

Las Vegas Steam

County School Superintendent.

Doughnuts

Fried Cakes and

TURNIP SEED
--

Cinnamon Rolls

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND

Every visitor in Las Vegas o call
upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one 'of. the show places of Vegas.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

In packages or in bulk

5c per pkt. 10c per oz, 15c per

50c per

1--

4

50stSSh

lb.

lb.

PERRY ONION
SEEDSMEN

JLamA,

&

&50NvS?i

FLORISTS

I,

r

ALL FRESH NEW CROP SEED

Plant now for winter turnips.

THE GRAAF & UAYWARDCO., SELLING AGENTS

Continues 7 Days

y

o

Coffee-th- e

Opens Monday July 15

.

,

Laundry

Coffee In

OURHIDSUnAlERSALE

lf

3

CASH GROCER

MAIN

PHONE

armory

-

We list here just a few of our
many money savers for
TODAY AND TOMORROW
JULY 16th and 17th
16 pounds beet sugar for
10 pounds new potatoes lor ..(.
48 pound sack Old Homestead flour
48 pound sack Diamond M Hour
t
Fancy narrow Dreakfa-i- t'acoub the

marriage license was ieaael yesterday afternoon at the court louse
to Emelina Leer, aged 1, of Sna
and Toilosio rartieco, uiwJ 'S,
'A Reconstructed Rebel," a tale of
two flags and' patriotism, written by of Sapello.
Children's suits at '4 off at Green- Emmet Campbell Hall, produced by
One of the strongColin Campbell.
The Fraternal Union of America
berger's.
est war dramas we liave ever shown. will meet tomorrow evening at the usual place. Candidates will be initiTry a arum of Old Taylor bourbon Browne tonight.
ated and refreshments will be served.
at the Opera Bar.
The annual camp of the Las Vegas All members are urged to he present.
Our entire line of summer millinery troop of the Boy Scouts has been
One-Hapostponed from next week until after
off. Straws'.
Not sufficient aldermen to make a
the first August
Many of the boys
quorum appeared at the council meet
See window display ot sew mid are unable to go at the time set for
ing last night and adjournment was
the outing, and for this reason the taken until tomorrow evening. The
summer felts. Stress'.
'
date was changed.
fact that the stores were open on ac15 to 33 14 per cent off In all de
count of pay day, is believed to have
Fhotoplay tonight. "A Soul
partments, at Bacharach'a.
been the cause for the smallness of
A dramatic feature
The lm the attendance.
Sale price on Panama and straw presslve and beautiful story of how
hats 33 3 discount at Greenfcerger's. a lost soul is lifted Into the light of
The largest application for bounty
salvation through the merest chance
has been received at the court
that
Take advantage of the big July accident. A picture that makes one
house for some tune arrived th!a
clearance sale, now on at Bacbar- - better for the seeing. Strikes deep
J. D. Johnston o: tfuxten
morning.
:.
".
,
ach's.
and true!
...
Mr. Johnston apw&g the applicant
on 28 coyas
for
J92
bounty
plied
The Bismark, the home of good
Governor McDonald can no longer be otes and 18 wild cats. Jose Dario
Open all the time. Depot is op referred to as a mere cowman. He
Gutierrez of Las Ventanas also apposite..
is a sheep man ot more than; ordinary
bounty
plied this morning for U
proportions. He Just disposed of on two coyotes which he killed ie
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged bis holdings of wool, which amount
cently.
In the wood.
Direct from distillery ed to about 125,000. Gross-Kell&
to yom. At the Lobby, ot coarse.
Co., of this city, purchased the clip.
According to reports reaching Las
The governor will no doubt reform
Vegas
today the rain of jesterday afMerchants' restaurant for rent, fur now and advocate a nigh tariff on
ternoon
and last night was general
nished complete ready to start bus! wool.
throughout the county, far twenty-fivness. See Raywood, 615 Douglas ave
miles in all directions the ain
nue.
The Las Vegas Maroons returned soaked the country. Is '.he report of
afternoon on train No.
farmers who came Into the clt.y ihis
Be sure to get one of those Hart yesterday
from Dawson, where they played Sat morning.
The rain came at a most
Scbaffner and Marj suits at Green'
losing to the Miners opportune feme, soaking the fielda at
afternon,
urday
33
one
discount for
berger's.
by a score of 6 to 5. Fred Owens, Just the proper period to do the crops
week.
captain of the Maroons, did not ac the most good. The grass is said to
the team home, but went to be in magnificent shape and cattle
company
Open all the time, not closed part
where he hoped to and sheep are doing well. Mary of
of the time. Yours for the best of Trinidad instead,
the early part of the ranchmen &re busily en gaged in
schedule
for
games
service and good eatings. The Bis- next week. It Is probably that the Clipping wool.
Indication ars lhat
j
mark.
Maroons will play in Dawson again the clip is to be the beat in several
and Sunday, and wl years, as it is heavy and of fine qual
The formal opening of the Elks' next Saturday
meet
in the Colorado City ity.
Trinidad
new club house wih occur on August
on
and
According
Tuesday.
Monday
27 and 28, instead of July 27 and
to all reports, tie game between the
28, as was announced last night.
"The Devil, the Servant and the
Maroons and the' Miners last Satur
Man." It will be remembered that
ever witnessed
The Bismark has set the standard day was one of the best
there is a play called "The Devil," and
the fans of nn
and
in
coal
the
camp,
for the past ,15 years, which all rescalled "The Servant in the
to see their
taurants try to measure up to. K. that city are anxious
The "Devil" and "The Ser
House,"
boys and the locals clash again soon. vant" come to a man in this picture
C. steaks and Bismarks.
Try it.
The Dawson club Is playing a high In his dream. He has been neglect
Is
Don't forget the big Spanish dance class article of ball, which fact
his wife, has Just been to the
over the ing
their
evidenced
victory
by
at Rosenthal hall Wednesday night.
with another girl, and to one
theater
the Las
Music by Crites and Guerln. Punch Maroons and games between
the evening before with still another,
should prove
will be served free. Everyone wel- Vegas and Dawson clubs
The Devil conducts him through a
big drawing cards in the future.
come.
nightmare; but the Servant, later,
shows him that everything is all right
The Catholic Ladies' Aid society SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
his wife Is at home and asleep. So
For parties remaining one month or
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
is a sort of morality play. The
v
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Mary through the neaaoti. Address Harvey's photography
of the studio,
scenes,
Mem- Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' of- where the camera man could control
McGinn, 1022 Fourth street
;
bers are asked to note that the day fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
his lighting, is good. Photoplay
for the meeting has been changed
from Saturday to Wednesday.
News,
According to the Roswell
READY FOR BUSINESS.
Droupe Jones, the colored Kansas
The Romero Mining Co. wiBhea to
The Santa Fe pay checks arrived whirlwind, has issued a challenge to
yesterday afternoon on train No. 1 and "Lefty," a colored boxer of this city, announce that they have completed
have been distributed to local em who claims the middle heavyweight the installation of machinery for the
ployes of the road. The stores of the championship of New Mexico. The concentration of ores in their plant,
city remained open last night for the bout between the "Kansas Cyclone'1 and will receive all kinds of ore tor
convenience, of the railroaders, and and the local "smoke" will be staged concentration at a very reasonable
will give mill run tests on
will also be open this evening.
in Roswell under the auspices of the price;
desired.
The capacity
any
quantity
to
Empire Athlette club. Strange
of the plant is 50 tons of ore per
the
of
pugi
the
"Lefty"
Identity
say,
Mill is situated 16 miles from
listic celebrity of the Meadow City, day.
The freight rate on ore
Las
Vegas.
of
editor
the
to
is
unknown
sporting
in Wear or
ton
Las Vegas to the mill
from
per
unThe Optic, and he is, therefore,
Address all commuflicatio.is
able to comment on his chances o( is $3.
to Margarito Romero, general manadefeating the "smoke" from the Sun
Cents in Washing
ger, El Porvenlr, N. M.
a
are
there
flower State. However,
number of "dlnges" here puglllstlcRead The Optic.
aly Inclined, any one of whom should
Which are you saving?
be able to sive the Kansas boy a run
A few cents added to your
for the money.
;
well
will
be
spent
laundry bill
if you receive la return a service so conscientious and painsNOTICE
FRESH EVERY DAY
Lar Vegas, N. M., July 3, 1912.
taking that your clothes wear
four timet as long.
To the Teachers of San Miguel Coun
Soft water, pure soap, careful
ty:
The San Miguel county Institute'
employes such Bervice means
will begin on Monday morning the
a weekly economy on clothes
Into
dollars.
runs
5th day of August, and continue for
that quickly
four weeks. rAH teachers desiring to
this
economy
not
begin
Why
teach the coming year in any of the
this week? A phone or postal
The Best in The City
public schools of San Miguel county,
to
door
a
will bring
your
wagon
must attend the Institute, to qualify
promptly.
under the law. San Miguel oounty
will need 30 more teachers this year
.
than last
Bread, Rolls,
The Institute fee will be two dol
lars, payable before being enrolled
All teachers are urged to attend the
full four weeks. The institute will be
Cookies, Pies, Cakes,
he held, in the south school building of
Las Vegas.
617 Dough. Are
Phoae M.tn 81
M. F. DESMARAIS, ,
Regular dance at the
night.

LOCAL NEWS
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16, 1912.

y

BOUCHER

1

.' Maker

of Uncommon Jewlery.

"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC.

